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Access to high-quality surgical treatment is an indispensable part of a well-functioning healthcare system, and as the Amsterdam Declaration on Essential Surgical Care\(^1\) has recently emphasized, there are important shortfalls in surgical service in many parts of the world. Recognising this, the Chinese government has made notable recent efforts to standardise surgical training programs, as part of the National Health and Family Planning Commission’s (NHFPC) complete set of model residency training programs.\(^2\) Though the effort is laudable, the lack of credible mandatory minimums for procedures performed, and of clear quality assurance systems, has left a major training gap unaddressed.

The biggest challenge facing surgical trainees at all levels in mainland China today is the lack of hands-on learning opportunities. Taking cataract surgery as an example, a recent study including China’s best known eye hospitals found mainland Chinese residents had performed a median of zero independent cataract operations during their training, as compared to 100 cases for trainees in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) over a similar period\(^3\). Differences in national requirements clearly tell a part of the story: the current minimum standard for cataract surgeries is 100 cases by the completion of residency training in HKSAR\(^4\), 86 in both the United States\(^5\) and Singapore\(^6\) and 350 in the United Kingdom\(^7\), whereas the required number of cases for residents in training in China is only 15 according to regulations recently published by the Chinese National Health and Family Planning Commission.\(^8\) It has been shown that some 90% of US residents exceed the national target\(^5\), which does not appear to be the case in China\(^3\). Differing approaches to enforcement of existing standards also appear to play a role: in the US\(^10\), HKSAR\(^11\) and other countries, programs not providing adequate training for residents risk losing accreditation, but the same consequences do not generally exist in China.

Unfortunately, this problem of lack of access to hands-on surgical opportunities is not limited to ophthalmology, nor does it end with the completion of formal residency training.\(^12,13\) Recent studies have shown that the majority of general surgeries in large Chinese tertiary hospitals were performed by a small pool of senior doctors, with young surgeons having very limited chances to operate, performing only 7% of surgeries in one report.\(^12\) Our own data from departments of ophthalmology, gynaecology, obstetrics and general surgery in two tertiary hospitals in southern China show that only 0.3 to 4.8% of surgeries were completed by surgeons aged 24 to 43, and 63.3 to 79.1% by those over 50, usually a small handful of practitioners in each department.

What are the consequences of this top-heavy approach to surgical service delivery? Inevitably, when too few surgeons are permitted to practice, a service bottleneck is created, and output suffers. Once again taking cataract as a convenient example, for which national statistics are widely available, the cataract surgical rate in China is currently some 1100 cases/million/year. This has grown rapidly in recent years thanks to coordinated national efforts on the part of the NHFPC, but still remains lower than that for China’s less well-off neighbors. There can also be a worrisome impact on the morale of young trainees: a recent survey\(^3\) found that 69.4% of young Chinese surgical trainees did not want their children to practice medicine, a gloomy prognosis borne out by other reports from the pages of this journal.\(^14\) This bodes poorly for attracting the best and the brightest to a surgical career in China.

There are also obvious consequences from the standpoint of workforce supply. As noted above, many of the most active clinicians currently practicing in large Chinese hospitals are above 50.
The age of mandatory retirement for those in government posts, who constitute the majority of busy surgeons, is 60. Given that it takes at least 5 years to finish basic skill training, followed by 3 to 5 years of intensive hands-on practice under supervision, there are real concerns about the ability of China’s pipeline to replace the current generation of senior surgeons over the next decade.

A variety of factors contribute to the concentration of surgical caseloads among senior practitioners. Numerous hospitals in China still utilise surgical output as the principal Key Performance Indicator (KPI) in determining surgeons’ incomes. Teaching performance is by contrast under-emphasised, creating a clear incentive for senior surgeons to operate rather than teach. This results in less supervision and a greater burden of paperwork for trainees and junior surgeons, allowing senior surgeons to concentrate on cases. Only 4% of ophthalmology residents in mainland China reported that >= 90% of their training occurred with adequate supervision, compared to 65% of those in HKSAR, and two thirds of Chinese residents spent more than half of their time completing charts, compared to 5% in HKSAR. Excessive pressure to engage in research has also been identified as a competing priority which diverts surgical trainees from engaging in more hands-on learning.

Financial pressures on Chinese public hospitals also play a role: government investment supports only 8% of their budgets, leading to a reliance on high-volume service provision to generate income. Many hospitals choose to market “celebrity doctors” as a means of increasing volume, which also further directs patient flow toward senior surgeons. Patients have little financial disincentive to seek out well-known names: China’s medical insurance system allows patients to freely select their surgeon, and very little difference exists in the fees for those at different levels of seniority. Poor doctor-patient relationships in China and the consequent lack of trust further exacerbates patients’ unwillingness to rely on young surgeons’ expertise, and the strong preference for highly experienced practitioners. Senior surgeons, for their part, are often unwilling to take responsibility for any complications resulting from younger surgeons’ involvement.

How to fix the problem? In the first place, the Chinese government clearly must mandate reasonable training models and minimum numbers of cases that reflect international standards. Assessment systems are needed which emphasise teaching and not only surgical output. And as in other countries, accreditation of teaching hospitals should be based on assessment against national criteria and annual audits on performance. National standards should also be established for training and certification of trainers. As the largest national association of medical professionals in China, the Chinese Medical Association (CMA) is well positioned to help the government gather front-line data and make informed decisions. Adequate governmental financial support for resident training programs is also needed. The twin burdens of paperwork and research on young trainees must also be rationalised. Doctors and hospitals need to be transparent with patients about their teaching responsibilities, with clear protections in place for patients, including adequate supervision of trainees. Further research is needed documenting how these approaches can best be implemented, and tracking their impact on the problem.
Other issues are more challenging to manage, none more so than China’s culture, among the world’s oldest and greatest. China’s Confucian veneration of learning has done much to propel the country to its current place as a world leader, but it is fair to say that deep Chinese respect for teachers might be an even more potent force if matched with commensurate regard for students. Further, compared to the situation in America and Europe, a profound lack of trust exists between doctors and patients in China, which contributes for example to well-publicised cases of assault against physicians. This is to some extent a product of the rapid commercialization of medicine in China, as with so many other facets of society. For patients to place their sight or health in the hands of a younger, less-experienced surgeon is ultimately an act of faith, predicated on mutual respect and concern for well-being. China desperately needs to train a new generation of hands to take up the scalpel now and in the future. Bureaucratic reforms are urgently needed as part of the solution, but will go only so far to address the problem. China’s senior physicians themselves need to find a way to bring young colleagues forward more efficiently, and to heal the badly-wounded bond between doctor and patient.
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Dear Editors and Reviewers,

We are very grateful for the comments and suggestions made during review of our manuscript. We have responded to the editors’ and each of the reviewers’ comments point by point here. We do hope that we have addressed each of them adequately:

Editorial points which must be addressed:

1. Please indicate after each of the reviewers’ points the text changes which have been made (if any) and the line number on the revised manuscript at which your change can be found. [Line numbers can be added to your word document using the ‘page layout’ tab. Please select continuous numbers.]

RESPONSE:
Continuous line numbers have been added to this revised manuscript. Line numbers will be indicated in replies to reviewers’ points.

2. When interpreting editorial points made by reviewers, please remember we will further edit the final manuscript if accepted

RESPONSE:
We are fully aware of and amenable to this. Many thanks.

3. Please indicate any authors who are full professors

RESPONSE:
The following 3 authors are full professors:
Professor Yizhi Liu
Professor Nathan Congdon
Professor Shenming Wang
This has been indicated in the author list.
Another author, Lixia Luo, is Associate Professor, please instruct if this needs to be indicated similarly in the manuscript as well.

4. Please provide the text, tables and figures in an editable format.

RESPONSE:
Yes. All texts of this manuscript are prepared in editable format.

5. If you have not yet done so, please return all signed authorship statements and conflict of interest forms. We also require signed statements from any named person in the acknowledgements saying that they agree to be acknowledged

RESPONSE:
Signed authorship statements and conflict of interest forms of all authors have been prepared and are now returned with this revised manuscript.

6. Please ensure there is a statement of contributions explaining what each author contributed at the end of the text

RESPONSE:
A statement of contributions has been added to the end of the text following references.

7. As corresponding author, please confirm that all authors have seen and approved of the final text

RESPONSE:
I hereby would like to confirm that all authors have seen and approved of the final text.

8. Our production system is not compatible with Endnotes. Please convert to normal text.

RESPONSE:
All Endnote references have been converted to normal text.

9. Please be aware that the maximum number of references for a viewpoint article is 20 references. Please do not exceed this limit.

RESPONSE:
We have reduced the number of references to 20 as requested.

10. I am aware that the reviewers have requested additional material; however, please do not exceed the 1500 words limit when revising your article.

RESPONSE:
Many thanks for the kind reminder. The current word count is below 1500.

COMMENTS TO THE AUTHOR:

Reviewer #2:
The authors in current manuscript "Who will be wielding the lancet for China's patients in the future?" reported several shortfalls in the surgical training programs in China. The authors pointed out the challenges including the lack of hands-on learning opportunities and a clearly defined quality assurance system. The authors suggested that the Chinese government mandate reasonable training models and minimum numbers of cases and reconstruct the trust between doctors and patients in China. However, these problems are not easy to fix in China in the short term. Overall, the viewpoint is important and it should be addressed urgently.

This Viewpoint investigated the status of China's current physician training system, surgeons' incomes, and health insurance system. Starting from young doctors' hands-on surgical training, the authors try to reach the reason of doctor-
patient relationship strained in China. The authors also made some possible solutions. But taking into account China's large population and violence against doctors situation now, this problem is not easily solved in a short time. In this paper, the authors disclosure these important issues, hoping to attract more attention, and prompt managements think about how to address.

1. The data about ratio of surgeries performing by young surgeons is from few references and a few hospitals. Is this a common phenomenon? Can authors include more data?

RESPONSE:

The reviewer is correct to imply that China is a large country, and it would require a full-length scholarly book to document exhaustively surgical practices in all specialties throughout the nation. We have, however, include our own data on several sub-specialties, and that of other publications covering a number of different institutions. The authors do feel that strongly similar trends in the deficit of opportunities for young surgeons and the large majority of cases performed by senior doctors is really quite striking across specialties and institutions. This is also why further studies are needed based on wide attention to this topic. Line 99-101 now read:

"Further research is needed documenting how these approaches can best be implemented, and tracking their impact on the problem."

Reviewer #3: Generally, this is a nice piece of Viewpoint, which sheds some light on the quality improvement of China's residency education in surgery and ophthalmology. The surgical trainees desperately need much more hands-on practice opportunities. This manuscript covers many aspects of the problem, the factors contributing to the problem as well as some potential solutions. The manuscript has raised a key issue of great importance, but still it needs some improvements.

There are three MAJOR comments:

(1) Line 7-8, paragraph 1, page 1
At the end of the first paragraph, the manuscript argues that the lack "of clear quality assurance systems" is one of the two main factors leading to the "training gap unaddressed". However, the rest of the manuscript fails to elaborate this key point. The end of the second paragraph mentions accreditation, which is part of the "clear quality assurance system". Except for this, the quality assurance system is rarely touched on, even in the "how to fix the problem" section. It is better if more attention can be paid to how to establish a well-functioning quality assurance mechanism nationally such as accreditation, individual certification, and training of trainers.

RESPONSE:

We fully agree with the reviewer that it is necessary to address quality assurance system in the "how to fix the problem" section. We have added the following statements to Line 88-101 of this revised manuscript, which now read:

Assessment systems are needed which emphasise teaching and not only surgical output. And as in other countries, accreditation of teaching hospitals should be based on assessment against national criteria and annual audits on performance. National standards should also be established for training and certification of trainers. As the largest national association of
medical professionals in China, the Chinese Medical Association (CMA) is well positioned to help the government gather front-line data and make informed decisions. Adequate governmental financial support for resident training programs is also needed. The twin burdens of paperwork and research on young trainees must also be rationalised. Doctors and hospitals need to be transparent with patients about their teaching responsibilities, with clear protections in place for patients, including adequate supervision of trainees. Further research is needed documenting how these approaches can best be implemented, and tracking their impact on the problem.”

(2) All the references had better be reviewed very carefully. I found at least several references problematic.
Reference 12 -
This very short “Letter to the Editor” is about China’s general practitioners rather than general surgeons. I am confused by this reference which has nothing to do with the argument “the majority of general surgeries in large Chinese tertiary hospitals were performed by a small pool of senior doctors” (Line 3-4, paragraph 3, page 1).
Reference 23 -
This case by itself is controversial. More importantly, the website provided is the Chinese version of Wikipedia which probably everybody can edit. This is kind of a story telling which may not be proper to be cited in a top academic journal article. Some other reference problems will be mentioned later in the MINOR comments. Overall, I suggest the authors review all the references and evidence again with caution.

RESPONSE:
Reference 12 has been replaced by the following paper:
This paper has pointed out that only surgeons with top technical titles could be considered as fully trained and eligible for practising independently. Surgeons without top technical titles can only assist in surgery, write prescriptions, and administer treatments and medications as a part of a treatment team, which includes 4 to 6 surgeons with different technique titles carrying out similar jobs but are not allow to provide surgical.

The case study on Xiong Zhuwei (Line 83-85), which served as the evidence for patients’ unwillingness to involve young trainee doctors in the surgical practice, has been removed together with Reference 23. We have retained a reference on violence against surgeons from the Lancet.

(3) Some information is from 2013, around three years ago. The manuscript needs an update, as for the past three years China’s residency has experienced many huge changes. I am giving three cases from the manuscript here.
First, Line 4-5, paragraph 4, page 2
"the Chinese government must invest in supporting the costs of training, rather than simply passing these on to overwhelmed hospitals"
In fact, since 2014 the central government of China has decided to provide RMB 30 thousand Yuan per resident per year. Also, the local governments are encouraged to provide additional funding for residency training. At least in 2015 the funding from the central government was supposed to have reached each of the 559 national training bases (which are all big tertiary hospitals).
We agree with the reviewer that China’s government has started the investment on the implementation of standardised residency training, although the investment of the Chinese government in this crucial area still has room to grow. 30,000 RMB per resident is about US$5000 (2/3 of which is used for living expense of the trainees rather than training costs, www.nhfpc.gov.cn/qjjys/s3594/201409/9175375bdcc7a46b78bdcc0e35a480728.shtml), whereas in the United States, the government payment per resident per year is in excess of US$120,000. Due to limitation in the total number of words, we have decided to focus more directly on quality assurance instead. Lines 88-93 now read:

“How to fix the problem? In the first place, the Chinese government clearly must mandate reasonable training models and minimum numbers of cases that reflect international standards. Assessment systems are needed which emphasise teaching and not only surgical output. And as in other countries, accreditation of teaching hospitals should be based on assessment against national criteria and annual audits on performance. National standards should also be established for training and certification of trainers. As the largest national association of medical professionals in China, the Chinese Medical Association (CMA) is well positioned to help the government gather front-line data and make informed decisions. Adequate governmental financial support for resident training programs is also needed.”

Second, Line 8-9, paragraph 2, page 1
"the Chinese Ophthalmological Society has recently proposed a target of 15 cases 8." The latest requirement was issued in August 2014 by the National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC). Please check this official website of the NHFPC: http://www.nhfpc.gov.cn/qjjys/s3593/201408/946b17f463fa4e5d5bcfb4f7c68834c41.shtml The second PDF file (almost 400 pages) includes the latest requirement for residency training in ophthalmology. Theoretically, the "target of 15 cases" is a compulsory requirement rather than a proposal now. But I am not sure about what is happening in implementation. Also, reference 8 here is from a health forum, posted in 2013. In addition, here "the Chinese Ophthalmological Society" is part of the Chinese Medical Doctor Association (CMDA) or the Chinese Medical Association (CMA)? The role (or potential role) of the professional associations in China's residency deserves some discussions.

RESPONSE:
Many thanks. We have replaced Reference 8 with the following:

Line 30-32 now read: "Differences in national requirements clearly tell a part of the story: the current minimum standard for cataract surgeries is 100 cases by the completion of residency training in HKSAR, 86 in both the United States and Singapore and 350 in the United Kingdom, whereas the required number of cases for residents in training in China is only 15 according to regulations recently published by the Chinese National Health and Family Planning Commission."

The Chinese Ophthalmological Society is part of CMA. We have now added some discussions on the potential roles of CMA/Chinese Ophthalmological Society in China’s residency.
Line 93-95 now read: “As the largest national association of medical professionals in China, the Chinese Medical Association (CMA) is well positioned to help the government gather front-line data and make informed decisions.”

Third, Line 13, paragraph 1, page 1
"but the same consequences do not generally exist in China"
The residency training programmes have started to be evaluated since 2015. In fact, in 2015 four residency training programmes were dismissed, and two training bases (hospitals) and 12 residency training programmes were warned. Whether this evaluation in China is comparable to the accreditation in the US or Hong Kong needs further research. I suppose if China strictly follows the accreditation standards of the US, most residency programmes may lose accreditation. But at least some mechanisms and efforts (as mentioned above) have emerged, worth some elaboration.

RESPONSE:
We agree with the reviewer that this is a very positive trend, but that the situation is still accurately described by our wording: “the same consequences generally do not exist in China.”

The role (or potential role) of the professional associations in China’s residency deserves some discussions.
(1) Line 6, paragraph 1, page 1
Reference 2 - the journal Zhonghua Yi Xue Za Zhi is quite a famous one in China. It has an official English name - National Medical Journal of China

RESPONSE:
Many thanks. Correction has been made to the reference in this revision.

(2) Line 10-11, paragraph 2, page 1
"which does not appear to be the case in China3"
Reference 3 is a solid research, but it was conducted in 2012 before the start of this round of strong residency education reform. Compared to 2012, any progress or change for the past two years? Given the authors are working at the front line of the residency, probably they can provide some first-hand data in comparison with that in 2012 so that some changes may be found.

Response:
The reviewer makes an important point. This is an inherent limitation of research, however: to carry out a detailed survey of resident performance and attitudes is costly and time-consuming, and we are unaware of any recent updates to the data provided by Reference #3. Anecdotally, the authors have not seen major changes at the facilities with which they are most familiar, which are representative of the large institutions included in reference 3. At the end of the day, we are limited to an extent to draw inferences from the published literature.

(3) Line 3-5, paragraph 1, page 3
"Chinese physicians themselves need to find a way to heal the badly-wounded bond between doctor and patient”. This statement is a little vague. Chinese physicians are also the victims of the poor doctor-patient relationship, the flawed health system lacking appropriate design, the twisted ince
ntive, the over-commercialisation and specialisation. How could they find a way to solve this? As mentioned above, following the international experiences, strengthen the role of professional associations which can represent doctors and assure quality and trust? Alternatively, improve the humanistic education (communication skills, ethical standards, empathy with patients, etc.)?

RESPONSE:

While the authors agree that both patients and doctors hold important responsibility for the current conflict in medical care, we do feel it is appropriate to expect doctors to play the leading role in addressing this problem. Improved standards of professionalism, as advocated in this piece, are a key step in this direction.

Reviewer #4: I appreciated the opportunity to read this Viewpoint. I think that this is an important and urgent topic and overall, was quite clearly articulated for a broad audience. In your second paragraph, you have characterized the "biggest challenge facing surgical trainees at all levels... is the lack of hands-on learning opportunities". I am from a large, but comparatively sparsely populated country (Canada). When I was working in China and participating in rounds, one of the first things I recall was that there was no shortage of patients; indeed there was a very large lineup. However, the process of conducting rounds was drastically different from my experience here and in other countries. The senior in charge did all the hands on work, in silence. There was no discussion, and the trainees all crowded around the room in silence. I came to understand from my Chinese colleagues that this was a cultural issue; that the prestige of the senior's position could not be maintained if he shared his expertise with a crowd of people eager to 'take' his knowledge, so he protected it.

In your paper, you address some very real contributions to the concentration amongst senior surgical practitioners, and the consequences of not addressing this issue. My suggestion is that it is not only about the economic driver (pay per case) or the low value placed on teaching and education (true elsewhere sadly), but it is also a deeply entrenched cultural issue. It is also a question of values. Can we improve the system without exploring the values that underpin them? In your suggested solutions, you argue for reasonable training models. I have worked with medical professionals around the world, and it isn't simply a case of fixing the curriculum. New ideas popped into an existing culture or infrastructure are sadly doomed to fail. In my experience, the 'fix' is not so simple, and until and unless we recognize that it is a question of values, and a question of changing the culture-something that takes time that most do not want to invest - the 'fixes' are doomed to fail. For me, it is not only about patients trusting their younger surgeons; it is about a culture that is trusting the system to work well for them. Currently, it appears to be more self-serving than serving the needs of the people that a move toward a social healthcare system is designed for. I think that contextualizing your considerations of what it will take to 'fix' the situation by addressing these complex issues in more depth, will strengthen your thoughts about this.

RESPONSE:

One of the authors (Congdon) is a US-trained physician who has been studying Chinese and living there off and on for over 35 years. He and the other authors agree that cultural issues are of vital importance here, and exceptionally difficult to change. Books can (and have) been written about the impact of China’s culture on training and education, but in view of our 1500 word limit,
we have tried to summarize many decades of thoughts on this question as follows in the final paragraph (Line 103-116), which is fully focused on cultural issues:

“Other issues are more challenging to manage, none more so than China’s culture, among the world’s oldest and greatest. China’s Confucian veneration of learning has done much to propel the country to its current place as a world leader, but it is fair to say that deep Chinese respect for teachers might be an even more potent force if matched with commensurate regard for students. Further, compared to the situation in America and Europe, a profound lack of trust exists between doctors and patients in China, which contributes for example to well-publicised cases of assault against physicians. This is to some extent a product of the rapid commercialization of medicine in China, as with so many other facets of society. For patients to place their sight or health in the hands of a younger, less-experienced surgeon is ultimately an act of faith, predicated on mutual respect and concern for well-being. China desperately needs to train a new generation of hands to take up the scalpel now and in the future. Bureaucratic reforms are urgently needed as part of the solution, but will go only so far to address the problem. China’s senior physicians themselves need to find a way to bring young colleagues forward more efficiently, and to heal the badly-wounded bond between doctor and patient.”